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Abstract
In time series regression with nonparametrically autocorrelated errors, it is now standard
empirical practice to construct conﬁdence intervals for regression coeﬃcients on the basis of
nonparametrically studentized t-statistics. The standard error used in the studentization
is typically estimated by a kernel method that involves some smoothing process over the
sample autocovariances. The underlying parameter (M) that controls this tuning process
is a bandwidth or truncation lag and it plays a key role in the ﬁnite sample properties of
tests and the actual coverage properties of the associated conﬁdence intervals. The present
paper develops a bandwidth choice rule for M that optimizes the coverage accuracy of
interval estimators in the context of linear GMM regression. The optimal bandwidth balances
t h ea s y m p t o t i cv a r i a n c ew i t ht h ea s y m p t o t i cbias of the robust standard error estimator.
This approach contrasts with the conventional bandwidth choice rule for nonparametric
estimation where the focus is the nonparametric quantity itself and the choice rule balances
asymptotic variance with squared asymptotic bias. It turns out that the optimal bandwidth
for interval estimation has a diﬀerent expansion rate and is typically substantially larger
than the optimal bandwidth for point estimation of the standard errors. The new approach
to bandwidth choice calls for reﬁned asymptotic measurement of the coverage probabilities,
which are provided by means of an Edgeworth expansion of the ﬁnite sample distribution
of the nonparametrically studentized t-statistic. This asymptotic expansion extends earlier
work and is of independent interest. A simple plug-in procedure for implementing this
optimal bandwidth is suggested and simulations conﬁrm that the new plug-in procedure
works well in ﬁnite samples. Issues of interval length and false coverage probability are also
considered, leading to a secondary approach to bandwidth selection with similar properties.
JEL Classiﬁcation: C13; C14; C22; C51
Keywords: Asymptotic expansion, Bias, Conﬁdence interval, Coverage probability, Edge-
worth expansion, Lag kernel, Long run variance, Optimal bandwidth, Spectrum.
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Robust inference in time series regression is typically accomplished by estimating the standard
errors of the regression coeﬃcients nonparametrically to allow for the eﬀects of autocorrelation
of unknown form by a kernel smoothing process. A critical element in achieving robustness is
the bandwidth or truncation lag (M): Appropriate choice of M addresses the nonparametric
autocorrelation but also aﬀects other aspects of inference such as the coverage probability of
associated conﬁd e n c ei n t e r v a l s .I ts e e m ss e n s i b l et h a tt h ec h o i c eo fM should take these other
eﬀects into account, for instance when conﬁdence interval coverage probability is a primary
concern. Conventional econometric approaches (e.g., Andrews, 1991; Newey and West, 1987,
1994) follow early practice in the time series spectral analysis literature by selecting M to
minimize the asymptotic mean squared error (AMSE) of the nonparametric quantity itself,
which in this context is the relevant long run variance (LRV). Such a choice of the smoothing
parameter is designed to be optimal in the AMSE sense for the estimation of the LRV, but is
not necessarily optimal and may not even be well suited for other purposes, as shown in Sun,
Phillips and Jin (2007) in the context of hypothesis testing in a Gaussian location model.
The present paper pursues this theme of focused bandwidth choice in linear GMM regres-
sion by developing an approach to bandwidth selection that is based on minimizing the coverage
probability error (CPE) of a relevant conﬁdence interval in linear GMM regression. This ap-
proach to automated bandwidth selection requires asymptotic measurement of the coverage
probabilities, which are provided by means of an Edgeworth expansion of the ﬁnite sample
distribution of the nonparametrically studentized t-statistic. We show that the asymptotic cov-
erage probability depends on the asymptotic bias and variance of the LRV estimator as well as
other aspects of the data generating process. To minimize the coverage probability error, we
would choose M to balance the asymptotic bias and variance. This selection process contrasts
with the conventional MSE criterion that balances the squared asymptotic bias with variance.
As a result, larger values of M are called for if coverage accuracy of conﬁdence intervals is of
primary concern. In particular, when second order kernels, such as the Parzen and Quadratic
Spectral (QS) kernels are used, conventional wisdom and long historical practice in statistics
suggests that M be of order T1/5 as the sample size T increases. We show that if our goal is to
achieve the best coverage accuracy of two-sided conﬁdence intervals, then the optimal M should
be of order T1/3.T a k i n g M ∼ T1/5 gives coverage errors of order T−2/5 whereas M ∼ T1/3
gives coverage errors of order T−2/3: Interestingly, the choice of M is not so critical in one-sided
conﬁdence intervals. As long as M increases faster than T1/4 and more slowly than T1/2; the
dominant term in the Edgeworth expansion of the coverage error is of order T−1/2 and does not
depend on M: Again, if we use the MSE-optimal bandwidth M ∼ T1/5; the coverage error will
1of order T−2/5; which is larger than T−1/2 by an order of magnitude.
In addition to the diﬀerence in the rate of expansion, the CPE-optimal bandwidth diﬀers from
the MSE-optimal bandwidth in the following aspect: depending on the direction of the dominant
asymptotic bias of the HAC estimator, the CPE-optimal bandwidth may trade the asymptotic
bias with the asymptotic variance or zero out the asymptotic bias with the asymptotic variance.
In the latter case, the coverage errors of two-sided conﬁdence intervals will be of an order
smaller than T−2/3 when second order kernels are used. In the former case, we can use the
Cornish-Fisher type of expansion and obtain high-order corrected critical values. These high-
order corrected critical values are analogous to those obtained in Sun, Phillips and Jin (2007).
The diﬀerence is that our correction here reﬂects both the asymptotic bias and variance while
the correction in Sun, Phillips and Jin (2007) reﬂects only the asymptotic variance. With the
high-order corrected critical values, the coverage error of two-sided conﬁdence intervals will also
be of an order smaller than T−2/3: Therefore, the present paper makes two main innovations:
the CPE-optimal bandwidth that minimizes the coverage error; and the high-order correction
that further reduces the coverage error.
Another contribution of the present paper is to provide an automatic and data-dependent
procedure to implement the CPE-optimal bandwidth. Following established statistical practice
and the work of Andrews (1991), we use simple parametric models to capture the main features
of the target vector process, that is, the product of the instruments with the regression error.
This plug-in methodology allows us to gauge the values of the unknown parameters in the CPE-
optimal bandwidth. The computational cost of our plug-in bandwidth procedure is the same as
that of the conventional plug-in bandwidth so there is no increase in computation.
In a series of simulation experiments, we compare the coverage accuracy of conventional
conﬁdence intervals and new conﬁdence intervals. We ﬁnd that new conﬁdence intervals out-
perform the conventional conﬁdence intervals for all models considered, and often by a large
margin. Prewhitening is shown to be eﬀective in improving the coverage accuracy of both types
of conﬁdence intervals, especially for conventional conﬁdence intervals. Nevertheless, new con-
ﬁdence intervals remain consistently more accurate in coverage probability than conventional
conﬁdence intervals.
The ﬁnal contribution of the paper is to outline an alternative bandwidth choice rule that
takes the length of the conﬁdence interval into account. Two coverage types are considered in this
approach — coverage of the true value (true coverage) and coverage of false values (false coverage).
The bandwidth is selected to minimize the probability of false coverage after controlling for the
probability of true coverage. The probability of false coverage indirectly measures the length of
the conﬁdence interval because the longer a conﬁd e n c ei n t e r v a li s ,t h em o r el i k e l yi ti st h a tt h e
interval will cover false values. The optimal bandwidth formula from this approach turns out
2to be more complicated than the one that minimizes the absolute coverage error but the main
conclusion remains valid: for conﬁdence interval construction, it is generally advantageous to
reduce bias in HAC estimation by undersmoothing.
Our theoretical development relies on the Edgeworth expansion of the nonparametrically
studentized t-statistic. The Edgeworth expansion we obtain is of independent interest. For
example, it may be used to search for the optimal kernel, if it exists, for the purpose of interval
estimation. It may also be used to establish high-order reﬁnements of the moving block boot-
strap. Our Edgeworth expansion diﬀers from the one obtained by Götze and Künsch (1996)
in that they consider only nonparametrically studentized sample means and obtain the Edge-
worth expansion with the remainder of order o(T−1/2). The Edgeworth expansion they obtain
is suﬃcient for proving the high order reﬁnement of the moving block bootstrap for one-sided
conﬁdence intervals. In contrast, the Edgeworth expansion we obtain is for general linear GMM
models with possible over-identiﬁc a t i o n . T od e r i v et h eC P E - o p t i m a lb a n d w i d t h ,w eh a v et o
establish the Edgeworth expansion with a remainder of order o(M−q); where q is the so-called
Parzen exponent of the kernel function used (Parzen (1957)). With a suitable choice of M;
the remainder is smaller than o(T−1/2) by an order of magnitude. This is also in contrast to
the Edgeworth expansion established by Inoue and Shintani (2006) in that the remainder in
their Edgeworth expansion is of the larger order O(M−q): Therefore, this paper contributes to
the statistical literature on Edgeworth expansions of nonparametrically studentized t-statistics.
Nevertheless, our proofs are built upon those of Inoue and Shintani (2005, 2006), which in turn
rely on Götze and Künsch (1996).
A paper with conceptual ideas related to those presented here is Hall and Sheather (1988).
These authors considered interval estimation for a sample quantile where the asymptotic variance
depends on the probability density function. As in the present paper, they used the absolute
coverage error as the criterion to select the bandwidth for density estimation. The found that
the optimal bandwidth should be of an order of magnitude smaller than is recommended by
the square error theory. Their qualitative ﬁndings are analogous to ours although the problems
considered and the technical machinery used are fundamentally diﬀerent.
Other related papers include Kiefer, Vogelsang and Bunzel (2000), Kiefer and Vogelsang
(2002a, 2002b and 2005). These papers considered alternative approximations to the ﬁnite
sample distribution of the t-statistic for a given bandwidth. In constrast, we consider the
conventional asymptotic normality approximation and choose the bandwidth to optimize the
criteria that address the central concerns for interval estimation.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the linear GMM model we consider
and presents assumptions. Section 3 develops a high order Edgeworth expansion of the ﬁnite
sample distribution of the t-statistic. This expansion is the basis for optimal bandwidth choice
3and high-order corrections. Sections 4 and 5 propose a selection rule for M that is suitable for
conﬁdence interval construction. Section 6 reports some simulation evidence on the performance
of the new procedure. Section 7 outlines an alternative bandwidth choice rule. Section 8
concludes and discusses some possible extensions of the ideas and methods. For easy reference,
notation is collected in the ﬁrst subsection of the Appendix. Proofs and additional technical
lemmas are given in the rest of the Appendix.
2 Model and Assumptions
We consider a linear regression model
yt = x0
t¯0 + ut; (1)
where xt 2 Rd1 and ut is a zero mean stationary process with a nonparametric autocorrelation
structure. We assume that there exists a stochastic process zt 2 Rd2 such that the moment
condition
Eztut =0 (2)
holds. To identify the model parameter ¯0; we assume d2 ¸ d1: In the special case where zt = xt;
the model reduces to conventional linear regression.




0 ;t =1 ;2;:::;T 0; we are interested in inference about ¯0:
Let M be the bandwidth parameter used in heteroscedasticity-autocorrelation consistent (HAC)

















































It is standard empirical practice to estimate −0 using kernel-based nonparametric estimators
that smooth and truncate the sample autocovariance sequence. The resulting HAC estimate of























In the above expression, ^ ut is the estimated residual ^ ut = yt ¡ x0
t~ ¯T for some consistent initial
estimate ~ ¯T;k(¢) is the kernel function, and M is the bandwidth or truncation lag. Throughout















where VT is a weighting matrix.








and the weighting matrix is irrelevant. When zt = xt; ^ ¯T reduces to the familiar OLS estimator.
So, the analysis includes linear OLS regression as a special case.
Under some standard regularity conditions,
p














¢−1 and G0 = E (GT): (10)
This limit theorem provides the usual basis for robust testing about ¯0: As in Rothenberg (1984),
it is convenient to consider the distribution of the studentized statistic of a linear combination









^ ¯T ¡ ¯0
´
; (11)
where R is a d1 £ 1 vector and ^ §T =( G0
T ^ −−1
T GT)−1:
To establish an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of this studentized statistic, we
maintain the following conditions.
1This HAC estimator diﬀers slightly from the typical formula in the literature in that the number of terms in
the sample covariance sums is the same regardless of the order of the sample covariance. We use this modiﬁed
HAC estimator in rigorously proving the validity of the Edgeworth expansion up to order o(M/T).T h et e c h n i c a l
modiﬁcation is not necessary for a lower order Edgeworth expansion. Similar modiﬁcations have been employed
to facilitate theoretical developments in the bootstrap literature, e.g. Hall and Horowitz (1996).
5Assumption 1. (a) There is a unique ¯0 2 Rd1 such that E (zt (yt ¡ x0
t¯0)) = 0: (b) The
long run variance matrix −0 =
P∞
j=−∞ E(z0u0ujz0
j) is positive deﬁnite.




0 is strictly stationary and strongly mixing with mixing
coeﬃcients satisfying ®m · d−1 exp(¡dm) for some d>0:
(b) Let Rt =( ( ztut)
0 ;vec(ztx0
t)
0)0: Then E kRtk
r+η < 1 for r ¸ 16 and some ´>0:
Assumption 3. Let Fb
a denote the sigma-algebra generated by Ra;R a+1;:::;R b. For all














¢¯ ¯ · d−1 exp(¡dm): (12)
Assumption 4. For all m;t =1 ;2;::: and µ 2 Rd2(d1+1) such that 1= d<m<tand
kµk¸d;
E














)¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
· exp(¡d): (13)
Assumption 5. k(¢):R ! [0;1] is an even function which satisﬁes: (i) k(x)=1¡gq jxj
q+
O(jxj
2q) as x ! 0+ for some q 2 Z+ and q ¸ 1; (ii) k(x)=0for jxj¸1; and (iii) k(x) is
continuous at 0 a n da ta l lb u taﬁnite number of other points.
Assumption 6. M ∼ CT1/(q+1) for some constant C>0 as T !1 :










for all ">0 and some Â ¸ 2:
Assumption 1(a) is a standard model identiﬁcation condition. The condition holds when the
rank of E(ztx0
t) is at least d1: Assumption 1(b) is also standard and ensures the limit distribution
of the GMM estimator ^ ¯T is nondegenerate. The strong mixing condition in Assumption 2(a)
is a convenient weak dependence condition but is stronger than necessary. It can be shown
that all results in the paper hold provided that (x0
t;y0
t;z0
t)0 can be approximated suﬃciently well
by a suitable strong mixing sequence. More speciﬁcally, the assumption can be replaced by a
















t,m)0° ° · d−1 exp(¡dm): (15)
See Götze and Hipp (1983) for details. Assumption 2(b) is a convenient moment condition and
is likely not to be the weakest possible. Lahiri (1993) provides a discussion on the validity of
Edgeworth expansions under weaker moment conditions.
Assumption 3 is an approximate Markov-type property. It says that the conditional prob-
ability of an event A 2F t+s
t−s; given the larger ¾-ﬁeld Ft−1
−∞ [F ∞
t+1; can be approximated with
increasing accuracy when the conditioning ¾-ﬁeld Ft−1
t−s−m[Ft+s+m
t+1 grows with m: This assump-
tion trivially holds when Rt is a ﬁnite order Markov process. Assumption 4 is a Cramér-type
condition in the weakly dependent case. It imposes some restrictions on the joint distribution







¢¯ ¯ < 1; (16)
is not enough to establish a “regular” Edgeworth expansion for the normalized sample mean.
The Cramér-type condition given in Assumption 4 is analogous to those in Götze and Hipp
(1983), Götze and Künsch (1996), and Inoue and Shintani (2006). Assumption 5 imposes
some restrictions on the kernel function. The parameter q is the so-called Parzen exponent (e.g.
Parzen (1957)). For ﬁrst order asymptotics, it suﬃces to assume that k(x)=1¡gq jxj
q+o(jxj
q);
while for higher order asymptotics, we have to strengthen o(jxj
q) to O(jxj
2q):




is the expansion rate for M such that the asymptotic bias and variance of the LRV
estimator are of the same order of magnitude. Assumption 7 requires that that the weight
matrix VT converges to V0 at a certain rate. It holds trivially in the special case where VT =
(T−1 PT
t=1 ztz0
t)−1: When VT is the inverse of a general nonparametric estimator of the HAC
covariance matrix, Assumption 7 holds if the underlying bandwidth is proportional to T1/(2q+1)
and if VT has an Edgeworth expansion with an error term of order o(T−χ): A direct implication
of Assumption 7 is that the ﬁrst step estimator ~ ¯T can be approximated well by an estimator
with ﬁnite high order moments. More speciﬁcally, let · ¯T be deﬁned according to
p
T





























7for all ">0 and some Â ¸ 2; as shown in Lemma A.3(c) in the Appendix. While the consistency
of the ﬁrst step estimator is suﬃcient for ﬁrst order asymptotic theory, further conditions are
needed for higher-order analysis. In fact, the higher order properties of the studentized statistic
depend crucially on how the ﬁrst step estimator is constructed. Note that condition (18) is
diﬀerent from Assumption (i) in Inoue and Shintani (2006) where it is assumed that the r-th
moment of
p
T(~ ¯T ¡ ¯0) is ﬁnite. The requirement of ﬁnite higher moments may be restrictive
and there is some advantage in avoiding direct assumptions of this type.
3 Edgeworth Expansions for the Studentized Statistic
This section develops Edgeworth expansions for tM; thereby extending the work of Götze and
Künsch (1996) which gave an Edgeworth expansion for the studentized mean. It also provides
ar e ﬁnement of the results in Götze and Künsch (1996) and Inoue and Shintani (2006). The
latter two papers do not include the asymptotic bias of the HAC variance estimator in their
Edgeworth approximations while we explicitly take the bias into account. For our purpose of
optimal bandwidth choice that is investigated here, it is necessary to deal explicitly with the
bias and not to leave it as part of the remainder term in the Edgeworth expansion.























vec(^ −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vec(^ −T ¡ ¹ −T) − ST
i
(20)
for vectors a, b;c and d g i v e ni nL e m m a1b e l o w .T h e ni tc a nb es h o w nt h a t
P (jtM ¡ gTj >´ T)=o(´T); (21)
for





This stochastic approximation implies that the Edgeworth expansion for tM i st h es a m ea st h a t
for gT up to a certain order. However, even with this approximation it is still diﬃcult to obtain
the Edgeworth expansion for gT as it depends on the ﬁrst step estimator whose moments may
not exist. To overcome this diﬃculty, we establish a further stochastic approximation, this time
8for gT: Let · −T be deﬁned as ^ −T but with the ﬁrst step estimator ~ ¯T replaced by · ¯T (deﬁned in
(17)), then we can show that
P (jgT ¡ hTj >´ T)=o(´T); (23)
where
hT = a0ST + b0 [vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST]+c0 £
vec





vec(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vec(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − ST
¤
: (24)
That is to say, for the purposes of the present development we can replace ^ −T whose high order





























We formalize the result on the stochastic approximations in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 Let Assumptions 1-7 hold, then
P (jtM ¡ hTj >´ T)=o(´T) (28)
where






































































































L e m m a1i m p l i e st h a ttM and hT have the same Edgeworth expansion up to a certain order.
Thus, to establish the Edgeworth expansion for tM; it suﬃces to establish that for hT: The most
diﬃcult part is to control the approximation error as hT can not be written as a ﬁnite sum of
means. In fact, · −T is the sum of M diﬀerent means, namely, the sample covariance for lags
0;1;:::;M¡1 with M increasing with the sample size T: Following recent studies by Götze and
Künsch (1996) and Lahiri (1996), we are able to rigorously justify this expansion. Details are
given in the Appendix.
Let ~ −T be the HAC estimator of −0 based on fvtg: Deﬁne
½1,∞ =l i m
T→∞
MqE2a0STc0[vec
¡¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
− ST]; (34)









·1,∞ =l i m
T→∞
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The following theorem gives the Edgeworth expansion for tM:
10Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1-7 hold, then
sup
x∈R



































As is clear from the proof of the theorem given in the Appendix, the coeﬃcients for the
polynomials p1(x);p 2 (x);p 3 (x) depend on the kernel function used. A direct implication is
that higher order asymptotics are able to at least partially capture the eﬀects of the kernel
function. In contrast, the ﬁrst order normal limit does not depend on the kernel function used.
This is one of several reasons for poor ﬁnite sample performance in ﬁrst order asymptotics.
The Edgeworth expansion in Theorem 2 consists of a term of order 1=
p
T plus a second
“superimposed” series of terms of order M−q and M=T: The term of order (1=
p
T) is typical
in Edgeworth expansions. It is convenient to regard it as a contribution from the mean and
skewness of the t-statistic. The M−q term arises from the type I ﬁnite sample bias of the HAC
estimator. The type I bias is the same as the nonparametric bias in spectral density estimation
when the time series is observed and used in estimation. The M=T term arises from the type II
ﬁnite sample bias of the HAC estimator, the variance of the HAC estimator, and the statistical
dependence of the HAC estimator on a0ST; a quantity that largely captures the randomness of
the numerator of the t-statistic. The type II bias, reﬂected in the term containing ½2,∞; is due
to the unobservability of vt: T h i st e r mc a nn o tb ea v o i d e db e c a u s ew eh a v et oe s t i m a t e¯ ﬁrst
in order to estimate vt and construct the HAC estimator.
Note that p1 (x) is an even polynomial while p2(x) and p3 (x) are odd polynomials. It follows
immediately from Theorem 2 that for two-sided probabilities we have
sup
x∈R+
¯ ¯ ¯P(jtMj <x ) ¡ ©
|·|
T (x)










11In general, the values of ½i,∞ and ·i,∞ depend on the underlying data generating process in
a complicated way. In the special case that vt follows a linear Gaussian process, we can obtain
analytical expressions for ½i,∞;i=1 ;2 and ·i,∞;i=1 ;2;3;4: For our proposes here, it suﬃces
to obtain the closed form solutions for ½1,∞;½ 2,∞;· 2,∞ and ·4,∞ as the optimal bandwidth given
in the next section depends only on these parameters. From now on we ignore the technical














t=1 · vt+j· v0
t;j ¸ 0;
T−1 PT+j




















































The next proposition gives closed-form expressions for ½1,∞;½ 2,∞;· 2,∞ and ·4,∞ when · −T; ~ −T
and ¹ −T are replaced by · −c
T; ~ −c
T and ¹ −c
T respectively.




ªset−s;t =1 ;2;:::;T (49)
where et ∼ iidN(0; §e) and ªs satisﬁes
P∞
s=1 s4 kªsk < 1: Then




























− vec[−0 (I ¡ z0)]
ª
;
(c) ·2,∞ =2 ¹2 +2 ¹2 (d2 ¡ d1);
(d) ·4,∞ ¡ 6·2,∞ =6 ¹2:
It is clear from Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 that the asymptotic expansion of the t-statistic
depends on the ﬁrst step estimator through the quantity z0; which in turn depends on V0; the
probability limit of the weighting matrix used in constructing the ﬁrst step estimator. Although
the ﬁrst order asymptotics of the t-statistic does not reﬂect the estimation uncertainty in the
12ﬁrst step GMM estimator, the higher order asymptotics do capture this uncertainty. Note that
z0 becomes an identity matrix, which does not depend on the weighting matrix VT; when the
model is just identiﬁed. This is not surprising as in this case the weighting matrix is irrelevant.
The analytical expression for ½2,∞ can be greatly simpliﬁed if the model is just identiﬁed
or the ﬁrst step estimator is asymptotically eﬃcient so that V0 = −−1
0 : Some algebraic manip-
ulations show that in both cases ½2,∞ = ¹1. Combining Proposition 3 with equation (43), we
obtain


















uniformly over x 2 R+. When the model is just identiﬁed, we have d2 = d1 and thus


































This asymptotic expansion coincides with the asymptotic expansion obtained by Velasco and
Robinson (2001) and Sun, Phillips and Jin (2007) for Gaussian location models.
4 Optimal Bandwidth Choice for Interval Estimation
This section explores optimal bandwidth choices that minimize the coverage probability error
of a conﬁdence interval. Both one-sided and two-sided conﬁdence intervals are considered.
One-sided conﬁdence intervals are examined ﬁrst. The coverage error of a one-sided conﬁ-
dence interval can be obtained directly from Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we consider
upper one-sided conﬁdence intervals as the qualitative results are the same for lower one-sided
conﬁdence intervals. Let zα =© −1 (1 ¡ ®), then the coverage probability for the one-sided










































13provides an approximation to this coverage error.
If the order of magnitude of M lies between T1/(2q) and T1/2; e.g. when M = CTγ for some
° 2 (1=(2q);1=2); then the M−q and M=T terms in (54) are negligible in comparison with the
1=
p
T term. However, if M is of larger order than T1/2 or of smaller order than T1/(2q); then
the coverage error will be larger than 1=
p
T: For example, this increase in the coverage error










For the widely used Bartlett kernel, q =1 , in which case, the coverage error for the MSE-
optimal bandwidth is of order 1=T1/3: Therefore, for one-sided conﬁdence intervals, the conven-
tional MSE-optimal bandwidth choice is not optimal for minimizing the error in the coverage
probability and actually inﬂates the coverage error by increasing its order of magnitude.
Our analysis suggests that the choice of M is not particularly important, provided that M
increases faster than T1/(2q) and more slowly than T1/2: For any such M; the coverage error
will be dominated by a term of order 1=
p
T: Although the expressions given in (36) and (38)
may appear to suggest that this term depends on q, the proof in the appendix shows that the
dependence actually manifests in higher order terms. In consequence, the O(1=
p
T) term cannot
be removed by bandwidth adjustments.
We next consider two-sided conﬁdence intervals, which are quite diﬀerent from their one-
sided counterparts. Let zα/2 =© −1 (1 ¡ ®=2); then the coverage probability for the two-sided











¡zα/2 · (^ §i,i)−1/2p
T(^ ¯i,T ¡ ¯i,0) · zα/2
´



















In this expression, the term of order 1=
p
T vanishes, as usual. Minimizing the order of the
coverage error is achieved by balancing the O(M−q) term and the O(M=T) term in (57).
The form of the optimal bandwidth depends on the signs of p2(zα/2) and p3(zα/2): If p2(zα/2)







14in which case the two terms in (57) cancel and the coverage probability error becomes of smaller
order, viz., o(T−q/(q+1)): On the other hand, when p2(zα/2) and p3(zα/2) h a v et h es a m es i g n ,







For convenience, we call the bandwidth in (58) and (59) the CPE-optimal bandwidth. This
bandwidth is quite diﬀerent from the MSE-optimal bandwidth that minimizes the asymptotic
mean square error of the HAC estimator. It can be shown that the bias of the HAC estimator
is of order O(M−q) and the variance is order O(M=T): To minimize the mean squared error of
the HAC estimator, we would choose the bandwidth to balance the variance and squared bias,
resulting in a bandwidth choice of order M ∼ T1/(2q+1) (see, for example, Andrews (1991)).
However, to minimize the coverage error, we need to balance terms of order M=T and order
M−q, i.e., variance is balanced to bias, instead of squared bias. The optimal choice of M is then












is large and the autocovariances decay at an exponential rate. Examples of kernels with q>2
include the familiar truncated kernel and the ﬂat top kernel proposed by Politis and Romano
(1995, 1998). These kernels are not positive semideﬁnite. However, we shall consider only the
commonly-used positive semideﬁnite kernels for which q · 2 in this paper and leave the analysis
of higher order kernels for future research.
We now turn to the case of just identiﬁcation or the case where the ﬁrst step estimator is
asymptotically eﬃcient. In these two cases, we can easily see the determinants of the optimal
bandwidth. In particular, it follows from equation (50) that the optimal bandwidth is given by
M =
8
> > > > > <



















T1/(q+1);½ 1,∞ > 0:
(60)
The above analytical expression provides some new insights. First, the optimal bandwidth
depends on the kernel function not only through gq and ¹2 but also through the parameter
¹1: This dependence contrasts with the MSE-optimal bandwidth which does not depend on ¹1:
It is well known that the quadratic spectral kernel is the best with respect to the asymptotic
truncated MSE in the class of positive deﬁnite kernels. This optimality property of the quadratic
spectral kernel does not hold with respect to the coverage error for interval estimation. To see












α/2 +4 d2 ¡ 4d1 +1
´¸q¾1/(q+1)
T−q/(q+1): (61)
For any given critical value zα/2; the optimal kernel in the class of positive-deﬁnite kernels






α/2 +4 d2 ¡ 4d1 +1
´´2
: However, the
quadratic spectral kernel is designed to minimize g2¹2
2 and may not be optimal any longer. The
problem of selecting the optimal kernel in the present case is left for future research. Second,
the optimal bandwidth depends on the design matrix G0 and the coeﬃcient considered via
the restriction vector R: This is again in contrast with the MSE-optimal bandwidth which is
of course generally independent of both G0 and R. The MSE-optimal bandwidth does not
depend on G0 and R because Andrews (1991) focuses on the asymptotic truncated MSE of ^ −T
rather than of the HAC standard error of the regression coeﬃcients. Andrews (1991) justiﬁed
this approach by noting that the rate of convergence of GT is faster than that of ^ −T: The
faster convergence rate guarantees that the MSE of the HAC standard error is dominated by
the asymptotic bias and variance of ^ −T but it does not rule out that the MSE of the HAC
standard error may depend on G0; the limit of the design matrix, and R; the restriction matrix
and coeﬃcient considered. Third, the optimal bandwidth depends on the relative bias of the






R, which is the denominator of ½1,∞; is the
true variance of the R0p







¢0 R,t h en u m e r a t o ro f½1,∞; can be
regarded as the bias of the HAC estimator. Therefore, ½1,∞ is proportional to the percentage
bias. The higher the (absolute) percentage bias is, the larger is the bandwidth. Finally, the
optimal bandwidth depends on the conﬁdence level through the critical value zα: The critical
value increases as the conﬁdence level increases. As a result, and with all else being equal, the
higher the conﬁdence level, the smaller the optimal bandwidth.
When ½1,∞ > 0 and the optimal bandwidth is used, we have
















To reduce the coverage error of the two-sided conﬁdence interval, we can remove the O(M=T)
term using a Cornish-Fisher type expansion. Let zα/2 be the critical value from the standard

























α/2)=® + o(´T): (64)
16We call z∗
α/2 the higher order corrected critical value. With this higher order correction, the
coverage error is of order o(T−q/(q+1)) regardless of whether ½1,∞ > 0 or not. The higher order
correction is similar to that obtained by Sun, Phillips and Jin (2007). For a Gaussian location
model, they established a higher order correction based on p2(x); the term that captures the
asymptotic variance of the HAC estimator.
For illustrative purposes, we compute the optimal bandwidth for the Bartlett, Parzen, and
Quadratic Spectral (QS) kernels for the Gaussian location model yt = ¯0 + ut where ut follows
an AR(1) process with autoregressive parameter ½: Let
®(1) =
4½2
(1 ¡ ½2)2 and ®(2) =
4½2
(1 ¡ ½)4: (65)
Standard calculations show that the MSE-optimal bandwidth is given by
Bartlett Kernel: M =1 :1447[®(1)]
1/3 T1/3
Parzen Kernel: M =2 :6614[®(2)]
1/5 T1/5
Quadratic Spectral Kernel: M =1 :3221[®(2)]
1/5 T1/5
(66)
whereas the CPE-optimal bandwidth is given by
M =
8
> > > > > <
























where the constants ¹1;¹ 2, gq and q are given in Table I below.
Table I. Values of the Constants for Diﬀerent Kernels
¹1 ¹2 gq q
Bartlett Kernel 1:0000 0:6667 1:0000 1
Parzen Kernel 0:7500 0:5393 6:0000 2
QS Kernel 1:2500 1:0000 1:4212 2
Table II tabulates M under diﬀerent criteria for the Bartlett and Parzen kernels. To save
space, we omit the result for the QS kernel. For the CPE-optimal bandwidth, we consider two
conﬁdence levels, i.e. 90% and 95%. Some features of note in these calculations are as follows.
First, as predicted by asymptotic theory, the CPE-optimal bandwidth is in general larger than
the MSE-optimal bandwidth especially when T is large. Second, the CPE-optimal bandwidth
for the 90% conﬁdence interval is always larger than that for the 95% conﬁdence interval. The
diﬀerence is not very large, especially when the autoregressive parameter is not very large. Third,
compared with the Bartlett kernel, the Parzen kernel requires larger bandwidths regardless of
17the criterion used. Of course, the optimal bandwidth given in Table II is not feasible. For this
reason, calculations based on estimates of the unknown parameters are considered in the next
section.
Table II. Asymptotically Optimal Bandwidth under Diﬀerent Criteria
When ut = ½ut−1 + "t;" t ∼ iid N(0;1)
½ -0.9 -0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9 -0.9 -0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9
T
Bartlett Kernel, MSE Parzen Kernel, MSE
128 25.8 7.0 2.0 2.0 7.0 25.8 5.3 5.1 3.4 4.0 12.2 56.1
256 32.5 8.8 2.5 2.5 8.8 32.5 6.1 5.8 3.9 4.6 14.0 64.4
512 41.0 11.1 3.2 3.2 11.1 41.0 7.0 6.7 4.5 5.3 16.1 74.0
1024 51.7 14.0 4.0 4.0 14.0 51.7 8.1 7.7 5.2 6.1 18.5 85.0
Bartlett Kernel, CPE, 90% Parzen Kernel, CPE, 90%
128 23.3 8.7 3.4 3.4 8.7 23.3 6.0 5.8 4.2 6.0 15.2 54.1
256 32.9 12.4 4.8 4.8 12.4 32.9 7.6 7.3 5.3 7.6 19.2 68.1
512 46.6 17.5 6.8 6.8 17.5 46.6 9.6 9.2 6.6 9.5 24.1 85.8
1024 65.9 24.7 9.6 9.6 24.7 65.9 12.1 11.6 8.3 12.0 30.4 108.1
Bartlett Kernel, CPE, 95% Parzen Kernel, CPE, 95%
128 21.5 8.1 3.1 3.1 8.1 21.5 5.7 5.5 4.0 5.7 14.4 51.2
256 30.5 11.4 4.4 4.4 11.4 30.5 7.2 6.9 5.0 7.2 18.1 64.6
512 43.1 16.2 6.3 6.3 16.2 43.1 9.1 8.7 6.3 9.0 22.9 81.3
1024 60.9 22.9 8.9 8.9 22.9 60.9 11.4 11.0 7.9 11.4 28.8 102.5
5 A nA u t o m a t i cD a t a - D r i v e nB a n d w i d t h
The optimal bandwidth in (58) and (59) involves unknown parameters ½1,∞;½ 2,∞;· 2,∞;· 4,∞
which could be estimated nonparametrically (e.g. Newey and West (1994)) or by a standard
plug-in procedure based on a simple model like a VAR (e.g. Andrews (1991)). Both methods
achieve a valid order of magnitude and the procedure is analogous to conventional data-driven
methods for HAC estimation.
We focus this discussion on the plug-in procedure, which involves the following steps. First,
we estimate the model using the OLS or IV estimator, compute the residuals, and construct the
sequence f^ vtg: Second, we specify a multivariate approximating parametric model and ﬁtt h e
model to f^ vtg by standard methods. Third, we treat the ﬁtted model as if it were the true model
18for the process fvtg and compute ½1,∞;½ 2,∞;· 2,∞ and ·4,∞ as functions of the parameters of
the parametric model. Plugging these estimates of ½1,∞;½ 2,∞;· 2,∞ and ·4,∞ into (58) or (59)
gives the automatic bandwidth ^ M:
In this paper, we assume that the approximating parametric model satisﬁes the assumptions
of Proposition 3. As in the case of MSE-optimal bandwidth choice, the automatic bandwidth
considered here deviates from the ﬁnite sample optimal one due to the error introduced by
estimation, the use of approximating parametric models, and the approximation inherent in the
asymptotic formula employed. It is hoped that in practical work the deviation is not large so
that the resulting conﬁdence interval still has a small coverage error. Some simulation evidence
reported in the next section supports this argument.
Under the model given in Proposition 3, the CPE-optimal bandwidth depends only on
−0;−
(q)
0 ;G 0;V 0 and R: In other words, we can write M = M(−0;−
(q)
0 ;G 0;V 0; R).S i n c eG0 and
V0 can be consistently estimated by GT and VT; we only need to estimate −0 and −
(q)
0 : Suppose
we use a VAR(1) as the approximating parametric model for vt: Let ^ A be the estimated para-
meter matrix and ^ § be the estimated innovation covariance matrix, then the plug-in estimates
of −0 and −
(q)
0 are
^ −0 =( Id2 ¡ ^ A)−1^ §(Id2 ¡ ^ A0)−1; (68)
^ −
(2)
0 =( Id2 ¡ ^ A)−3
³
^ A^ §+ ^ A2^ § ^ A0 + ^ A2^ § ¡ 6 ^ A^ § ^ A0
+^ §( ^ A0)2 + ^ A^ §( ^ A0)2 + ^ § ^ A0
´
(Id2 ¡ ^ A0)−3; (69)
^ −
(1)
0 = ^ H + ^ H0 with ^ H =( Id2 ¡ ^ A)−2 ^ A§∞
j=0 ^ Aj^ §( ^ A0)j: (70)
For the plug-in estimates under a general VAR(p) model, the reader is referred to Andrews
(1991) for the corresponding formulae. Given consistent estimates of G0 and V0 and plug-in
estimates of −0 and −
(q)
0 ; the data-driven automatic bandwidth can be computed as
^ M = ^ M(^ −0; ^ −
(q)
0 ;G T;V T;R): (71)
When the model is just identiﬁed or the initial weighting matrix is consistent for −−1
0 ,t h e
automatic bandwidth is given by
^ M =
8
> > > > > <



















T1/(q+1); ^ ½1,∞ > 0
(72)
19where

























It should be pointed out that the computational cost involved in this automatic bandwidth is
the same as that of the conventional plug-in bandwidth.
6 Simulation Evidence
This section provides some simulation evidence on the ﬁnite sample performance of these new
procedures for conﬁdence interval construction. The new conﬁdence intervals are based on the
CEP-optimal bandwidth and critical values that are possibly high-order corrected.
We consider several linear regression models in the experimental design of the form
yt = ¯1 + xt¯2 + ut;t=1 ;2;:::;T (74)
each with a scalar regressor. In the ﬁrst model, AR(1)-HOM, the regressor and errors are
independent AR(1) processes with the same AR parameter ½ :
xt = ½xt−1 + "x,t;u t = ½ut−1 + "u,t (75)
where "x,t ∼ iidN(0;1), "u,t ∼ iidN(0;1) and f"x,tg
T
t=1 are independent of f"u,tg
T
t=1 : The values
considered for the AR(1) parameter ½ are 0:1;0:3;0:5;0:7;0:9;0:95;¡0:3 and ¡0:5: In the second
model, AR(1)-HET, we introduce multiplicative heteroscedasticity to the errors of the AR(1)-
HOM model, leading to
xt = ½xt−1 + "x,t; ~ ut = ½~ ut−1 + "u,t;u t = jxtj ~ ut: (76)
The same values of ½ a r ec o n s i d e r e da si nt h eA R ( 1 ) - H O Mm o d e l .I nt h et h i r dm o d e l ,M A ( 1 ) -
HOM, the regressor and errors are independent MA(1) processes with the same MA parameter
Ã :
xt = "x,t + Ã"x,t−1;u t = "u,t + Ã"u,t−1; (77)
where "x,t ∼ iidN(0;1), "u,t ∼ iidN(0;1) and f"x,tg
T
t=1 are independent of f"u,tg
T
t=1 : The values
of Ã are taken to be 0:1;0:3;0:5;0:7;0:90;0:99;¡0:3; and ¡0:7: These data generating processes
are similar to those used in Andrews (1991).
We focus on constructing 90% and 95% two-sided conﬁdence intervals for ¯2: Since the
coverage probabilities are invariant with respect to the regression coeﬃcients ¯1 and ¯2; we set
¯1 = ¯2 =0and do so without losing generality. To compute the HAC standard error, we
20employ the three commonly-used positive deﬁnite kernels, i.e. Bartlett, Parzen and Quadratic
Spectral kernels.
For comparative purposes, we use both MSE-optimal and CPE-optimal bandwidth selection
rules. In both cases, the approximating parametric model is a VAR(1). The CPE-optimal
bandwidth is given in equations (72) and (73). As in Andrews and Monahan (1992), we adjust
the estimated VAR coeﬃcient matrix ^ ALS before constructing ^ −
(q)
0 and ^ −0.T h e a d j u s t m e n t
is based on the singular value decomposition: ^ ALS = ^ B ^ ¢LS ^ C0 where ^ B and ^ C are orthogonal
matrices and ^ ¢LS is a diagonal matrix. Let ^ ¢ be the diagonal matrix constructed from ¢LS by
replacing any element of ¢LS that exceeds 0:97 by 0:97 and any element that is less than ¡0:97
by ¡0:97.T h e n^ A = ^ B ^ ¢ ^ C0: Given the adjusted estimate ^ A; ^ −
(q)
0 and ^ −0 are computed using
the formulae in the previous section. For completeness, we give the MSE-optimal bandwidth of
Andrews (1991) below:
Bartlett kernel: M =1 :1447[^ ®(1)T]
1/3
Parzen kernel: M =2 :6614[^ ®(2)T]
1/5















^ −0 − ^ −0
´i: (79)
It is well known that prewhitening can be used to reduce the ﬁnite sample bias of the HAC
standard error estimator. In our simulation experiments, we combine prewhitening with both
the conventional and new procedures. In the former case, Andrews and Monahan (1992) have
established the consistency of the prewhitened HAC estimator and show via Monte Carlo exper-
iments that prewhitening is eﬀective in improving conﬁdence interval coverage probabilities. In
the Monte Carlo experiments here, we use VAR(1) prewhitening as in Andrews and Monahan
(1992). The MSE-optimal bandwidth is based on the prewhitened error process ^ v∗
t deﬁned by
^ v∗
t =^ vt ¡ ^ A^ vt−1; (80)
where ^ A is the OLS estimates obtained from regressing ^ vt on ^ vt−1: To compute the data-driven
plug-in bandwidth, we ﬁt another VAR(1) model to the prewhitened error process ^ v∗
t.U n i v a r i a t e
AR(1) models have also been employed as approximating parametric models for each element of
v∗
t; but the qualitative results are similar. Therefore, we focus on the VAR(1) plug-in estimate.
Let ^ A∗ be the OLS estimate based on the following regression
^ v∗
t = ^ A∗^ vt−1 + error; (81)
21and ^ −∗
0 and ^ −
∗(q)
0 be deﬁned as in equations (68)—(70) but with ^ A replaced by ^ A∗: Then the
automatic MSE-optimal bandwidth is given in (78) but with ^ −0 and ^ −
(q)




0 : We note in passing that singular value adjustment has been made to both ^ A and ^ A∗ so
that the ﬁtted parametric models are stationary.
Prewhitening can be combined with the new procedure in the same manner. To make a fair
comparison, we employ a VAR(1) prewhitened HAC estimator as before. The point of departure
is that the data-driven bandwidth is now based on the CPE criterion proposed above. Let
^ −0 =
³

















I ¡ ^ A0
´−1
: (82)
Then the automatic CPE-optimal bandwidth is given in (72) and (73). This prewhitened band-
width selection rule can be justiﬁed on the basis of the
p
T-consistency of ^ A.D u et ot h ef a s t e r
rate of convergence, the Edgeworth expansion of the two-sided probability will be not be af-
fected by the estimation uncertainty of ^ A: Nevertheless, the estimation uncertainty may factor
in the Edgeworth expansion of the one-sided probability and this consideration is left for future
research as we concentrate on two-sided conﬁdence intervals here.
For each parameter combination and HAC estimator, we construct two-sided symmetric

















where zcv is the critical value and [¢]aa stands for the (a;a)’th element of [¢]: For the conventional
HAC procedure, we use critical values from the standard normal distribution, viz. 1.645 for the
90% conﬁdence interval and 1.96 for the 95% conﬁdence interval. For the new HAC procedure,
we use the standard critical values if ^ ½1,∞ · 0 and the high-order corrected critical values given
in (63) if ^ ½1,∞ > 0: The calculations reported below are for three sample sizes (100, 200 and 400)
and use 10,000 simulation replications. For each scenario, we calculate the empirical coverage
probability, i.e. the percentage of the replications for which the conﬁdence interval contains the
true parameter value.
Tables III-V provide a comparison of the two bandwidth choice rules when no prewhitening is
used and T = 100 in the various models. The tables show that the conﬁdence interval proposed
in this paper has more accurate coverage than the conventional conﬁdence interval. This is
the case for both 90% and 95% conﬁdence levels regardless of the kernel employed and the
model considered here. The advantage of the new conﬁdence interval becomes more apparent
as temporal dependence in the regressor and the errors becomes stronger. Simulation results
not reported here show that both the new bandwidth choice rule and the high order correction
contribute to the improvement in coverage accuracy.
22As in Andrews (1991), we ﬁnd that the QS-based conﬁdence intervals are fairly consis-
tently the best among the conventional conﬁdence intervals. The QS-based conﬁdence intervals
outperform other conventional conﬁdence intervals in 40 out of 48 scenarios in Tables III-IV.
However, the QS kernel does not deliver superior performance for the new conﬁdence intervals.
As a matter of fact, QS-based conﬁdence intervals are the best in only 10 out the 48 scenarios.
In these 10 scenarios, the QS kernel is either the same as or slightly better than the Parzen
kernel. In contrast, the Bartlett kernel and Parzen kernel are very competitive with each one
outperforming the other one in about half of the scenarios. More speciﬁcally, when the regres-
sor and the errors are fairly persistent, the Bartlett kernel delivers conﬁdence intervals with
the best coverage. When the regressor and errors are less persistent, the Parzen kernel delivers
conﬁdence intervals with the best coverage.
These qualitative observations remain valid for sample sizes 200 and 400. Table VI presents
the results for selected parameter combinations for sample size 400 when prewhitening is not
used. As expected, the increase in sample size from 100 to 400 improves the performance of
all conﬁdence intervals. In all cases investigated, including those not reported here, the new
procedure outperforms the conventional procedure.
Table VII presents selected results for sample size 100 when prewhitening is used. It is
apparent that prewhitening is very eﬀective in improving coverage probabilities for the conven-
tional conﬁdence interval. This is consistent with the ﬁndings in Andrews and Monahan (1992).
However, the eﬀectiveness of prewhitening is reduced for the new procedure. This is not sur-
prising as the new procedure is expected to work the best when there is a substantial bias in the
HAC estimator. Since prewhitening has already achieved considerable bias reduction, the room
for further bias reduction is reduced. It is encouraging to note that, even with prewhitening,
the new conﬁdence intervals have consistently better performance than the conventional ones,
although the margin is not very large.
7 Optimal Bandwidth: An Alternative Criterion
Previous sections considered the coverage accuracy of conﬁdence intervals. Another performance
criterion of an interval estimator is its length. In general, coverage probability and interval length
tend to work against each other. Accordingly, it may be desirable to construct a loss function
that takes both coverage probability and length into account and make a bandwidth choice to
optimize this loss function. The challenge is to construct a satisfactory loss function that does
not result in the paradoxical behavior described in Casella, Hwang and Robert (1993). Since
there is no satisfactory solution to this problem, we use the probability of covering false values
(or false coverage probability) as an indirect measure of the length of the conﬁdence interval.
23We then seek to minimize the probability of false coverage subject to the constraint that the
probability of true coverage is bounded below by the nominal coverage probability.
Since the bandwidth is not very important for one sided conﬁdence intervals, we focus the
present discussion on two-sided conﬁdence intervals. Given the conﬁdence interval














Pβ0 is the probability measure under ¯ = ¯0: To approximate the probability of false coverage,











for some ± and ¯j,δ = ¯j,0 for j 6= i: (85)




: Obviously, we can







; where Eδ is the expectation operator under some prior distribution for ±:

























¸ 1 ¡ ® (86)
where 1¡® is the nominal coverage level of the conﬁdence interval IT: Note that we choose the
bandwidth and the critical value simultaneously. To the ﬁrst order z is zα/2 but a higher order
adjustment is possible, as described below. Conﬁdence intervals that minimize the probability
of false coverage are called Neyman shortest (Neyman (1937, page 371)). The fact that there is
a length connotation to this name is somewhat justiﬁed by a theorem in Pratt (1961). Under
some conditions, Pratt (1961) showed that the expected length of a conﬁdence interval is equal
to an integral of the probabilities of false coverage.
Our alternative approach to bandwidth choice requires improved measurements of the two
coverage probabilities: the probability of true coverage and the probability of false coverage.
Using the Edgeworth expansions established in this paper, we can obtain asymptotic approxi-





=© T (z) ¡ ©T (¡z)+o(´T); (87)





=© T (z ¡ ±) ¡ ©T (¡z ¡ ±)+o(´T): (88)
24Hence, up to small order o(´T); the minimization problem reduces to
min
M,z
Eδ [©T (z ¡ ±) ¡ ©T(¡z ¡ ±)]; s.t. ©T (z) ¡ ©T (¡z) ¸ 1 ¡ ®: (89)









so that ± is distributed as a normal mixture. Other prior weights may be used, but the normal
mixture is convenient because it leads to explicit analytic expressions and is rich enough to














;k =0 ;1;2;3: (91)
Then we can show that


















































½1,∞0:5['1(z ¡ ¹;!)+'1(z + ¹;!)]: (94)
For later use, we make a slight abuse of notation and write pj (z;0;0) = pj (z) for pj (z) deﬁned
in theorem 2.
Let






be the high-order corrected critical value, then

























































































































Alternatively, we can let





so that the constraint (98) is satisﬁed. This argument leads to exactly the same unconstrained
minimization problem. The optimal bandwidth is now given by
M∗ =
8
> > > > > <










2 > 0 and p∗
3 > 0;
T=logT; if p∗
2 < 0 and p∗
3 > 0;
T=logT or logT if p∗
2 < 0 and p∗
3 < 0;
logT; if p∗




2 > 0 and p∗
3 > 0; this optimal bandwidth choice rule is similar to what was obtained
earlier in section 4. In particular, when · =0 ;p ∗
j = pj(zα/2;0;0) = pj(zα/2) and the two
bandwidth choice rules coincide. It is easy to see that · ! 0 as ¹ !1for any given ﬁnite
!2: Intuitively, when the false value is very far away from the true value, the probability of
false coverage is very small and becomes relatively unimportant. In this case, we choose the
bandwidth just to maximize the probability of true coverage. This is asymptotically equivalent
26to maximizing the absolute coverage error when the probability of true coverage is smaller than
the nominal coverage probability 1 ¡ ®:
When either p∗
2 or p∗
3 is negative, the optimal bandwidth formula is nonstandard. When
p∗
3 < 0; we can choose M to be as small as possible in order to maximize jM−qp∗
3j. Similarly,
when p∗
2 < 0; we can choose M to maximize j(M=T)p∗
2j. Since the asymptotic expansion is
obtained under the assumption that M !1and M=T ! 0; the choice of M is required to be
compatible with these two rate conditions. These considerations lead to a choice of M of the
form given in (103).
To implement this optimal bandwidth choice rule, we can follow exactly the same procedure
as in section 5. We only need to specify the additional parameters ¹ and !2: The selection of ¹
may reﬂect a value of scientiﬁc interest or economic signiﬁcance, while the selection of !2 can
reﬂect the uncertainly about this value. In the absence of such a value, we recommend using
the default values ¹ =3and !2 =1 . Such a choice will lead to conﬁdence intervals that avoid
covering false values three standard deviations away from the true value.
8C o n c l u s i o n
Automatic bandwidth choice is a long-standing practical issue in time series modeling when the
autocorrelation is of unknown form. Existing automated methods all rely on early ideas from
the time series literature which are based on minimizing the asymptotic mean square error of
the long run variance (spectral) estimator, a criterion that is not directed at conﬁdence interval
construction. In constructing conﬁdence intervals, the primary concern is often the coverage
accuracy. This paper develops for the ﬁrst time a theory of optimal bandwidth choice that
optimizes the coverage accuracy of interval estimators. We show that optimal bandwidth se-
lection for semiparametric interval estimation of the regression coeﬃcients is possible and leads
to results that diﬀer from optimal bandwidth choices based on point estimation of the long-
run variance. Semiparametric interval estimation along these lines actually undersmooths the
long-run variance estimate to reduce bias and allows for greater variance in long-run variance
estimation as it is manifested in the t-statistic by means of higher order adjustments to the nom-
inal asymptotic critical values. A plug-in rule for the new optimal bandwidth choice is suggested
and ﬁnite sample performances of this choice and the new conﬁdence intervals are explored via
Monte Carlo experiments. Overall, the results are encouraging for this new approach.
The theory developed in the paper suggests further areas of research. Our primary approach
focuses on interval estimation for one model parameter or a linear combination of parameters.
The basic ideas and methods explored here can be used to tackle the bandwidth choice problem
for constructing multidimensional conﬁdence regions. Relatedly, the methods can be used to
27select the optimal bandwidth that minimizes the size distortion of the over-identiﬁcation test.
In addition, we propose a secondary approach to bandwidth selection that takes false coverage
probability into account. It seems desirable to further explore this approach and its ﬁnite sample
performance.
28Table III. Empirical Conﬁdence Levels of Nominal 90% and 95% Conﬁdence Intervals
for AR(1)-HOM Model with Sample Size T = 100 with No Prewhitening
½
Kernel 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 -0.3 -0.5
90%
Bartlett MSE 88.02 86.51 83.75 78.70 65.50 57.10 86.66 84.21
CPE 88.46 88.43 87.38∗ 84.45∗ 76.07∗ 68.69∗ 88.39 87.68
Parzen MSE 87.72 86.35 84.05 79.09 64.08 56.36 86.96 85.02
CPE 88.71 88.67∗ 87.30 84.00 71.47 62.73 88.73∗ 88.16∗
QS MSE 87.89 86.52 84.38 79.71 64.21 55.28 87.09 85.04
CPE 88.78∗ 88.64 87.14 83.76 71.58 62.55 88.72 88.00
95%
Bartlett MSE 93.65 92.50 89.97 85.66 73.38 64.84 92.40 90.30
CPE 94.14 93.64 92.81 90.72∗ 83.34∗ 76.30∗ 93.63 93.12
Parzen MSE 93.45 92.17 90.07 85.67 71.58 63.59 92.57 90.79
CPE 94.26∗ 93.85∗ 92.83∗ 90.00 78.80 70.72 93.86∗ 93.45∗
QS MSE 93.58 92.38 90.32 86.19 71.47 62.07 92.60 90.85
CPE 94.22 93.76 92.75 89.94 79.01 70.37 93.80 93.43
The superscript ∗ indicates the most accurate conﬁdence interval for each scenario
29Table IV. Empirical Conﬁdence Levels of Nominal 90% and 95% Conﬁdence Intervals
for AR(1)-HET Model with Sample Size T = 100 with No Prewhitening
½
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 -0.3 -0.5
90%
Bartlett MSE 86.72 85.15 81.60 75.70 60.21 48.16 85.08 82.28
CPE 87.23 86.77 84.84 81.49∗ 69.72∗ 58.15∗ 86.98 86.16
Parzen MSE 86.50 85.18 82.27 76.68 61.66 51.12 85.35 83.55
CPE 87.27 86.75 84.88 80.78 66.31 55.58 87.18∗ 86.65∗
QS MSE 86.76 85.30 82.40 77.20 62.51 51.53 85.43 83.46
CPE 87.31∗ 86.81∗ 84.91∗ 80.53 66.49 55.53 87.12 86.60
95%
Bartlett MSE 92.60 91.25 88.37 83.25 68.35 55.38 91.43 89.28
CPE 93.06 92.33 91.05 88.41∗ 77.76∗ 66.31∗ 92.76 92.08
Parzen MSE 92.33 91.07 88.59 83.97 69.55 58.32 91.70 90.06
CPE 93.17∗ 92.59∗ 91.08∗ 87.70 74.22 63.34 92.96∗ 92.42∗
QS MSE 92.41 91.27 88.68 84.23 70.15 58.66 91.70 90.10
CPE 93.17∗ 92.48 90.89 87.52 74.13 63.37 92.96∗ 92.34
The superscript ∗ indicates the most accurate conﬁdence interval for each scenario
30Table V. Empirical Conﬁdence Levels of Nominal 90% and 95% Conﬁdence Intervals
for MA(1)-HOM Model with Sample Size T = 100 with No Prewhitening
Ã
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.99 -0.3 -0.7
90%
Bartlett MSE 88.02 86.94 85.88 85.29 85.00 85.04 86.97 85.39
CPE 88.48 88.50 88.53∗ 88.44∗ 88.48∗ 88.42∗ 88.62 88.61
Parzen MSE 87.76 86.90 85.75 85.24 85.10 85.17 87.20 86.18
CPE 88.71 88.81∗ 88.51 88.42 88.41 88.28 88.87 88.78
QS MSE 87.93 87.12 86.11 85.63 85.43 85.36 87.27 86.26
CPE 88.81∗ 88.73 88.50 88.35 88.29 88.19 88.88∗ 88.79∗
95%
Bartlett MSE 93.63 92.59 91.59 91.15 91.03 90.96 92.88 91.51
CPE 94.15 93.73 93.59 93.75∗ 93.87∗ 93.90∗ 93.86 93.92
Parzen MSE 93.48 92.48 91.61 91.14 90.99 91.03 93.04 91.97
CPE 94.24∗ 93.89∗ 93.72 93.75∗ 93.75 93.74 93.97∗ 94.19∗
QS MSE 93.55 92.65 91.71 91.30 91.26 91.28 93.12 92.04
CPE 94.23 93.87 93.74∗ 93.72 93.65 93.65 93.91 94.06
The superscript ∗ indicates the most accurate conﬁdence interval for each scenario
31Table VI. Empirical Conﬁdence Levels of Diﬀerent Conﬁdence Intervals
with T = 400 with No Prewhitening
AR(1)-HOM
½ or Ã 0.5 0.9 -0.5
90%
Bartlett MSE 86.68 76.44 86.67
CPE 88.49 82.40∗ 88.98
Parzen MSE 87.33 77.97 87.28
CPE 88.62∗ 80.63 89.16
QS MSE 87.30 78.22 87.21
CPE 88.58 80.58 89.15
95%
Bartlett MSE 92.87 85.56 92.91
CPE 94.11 90.46∗ 94.67
Parzen MSE 93.20 85.74 93.46
CPE 94.27∗ 88.83 94.83∗
QS MSE 93.24 86.24 93.36

































The superscript ∗ indicates the most accurate conﬁdence interval for each scenario
32Table VII. Empirical Conﬁdence Levels of Nominal 90% Conﬁdence Intervals
Under Diﬀerent Models with Prewhitening
AR(1)-HOM, T = 100
½ = 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 -0.3 -0.5
Bartlett MSE 87.98 87.94 86.92 84.14 76.97 71.15 87.91 87.06
CPE 87.88 88.01 87.29 85.16 78.49 72.94 87.77 87.31
Parzen MSE 87.78 87.94 86.90 84.38 77.17 71.45 87.74 87.02
CPE 88.15 88.05 87.28 85.12 78.64 73.21 88.05 87.38
QS MSE 87.90 87.96 87.00 84.36 77.15 71.49 87.81 87.12
CPE 88.24 88.13 87.25 85.18 78.48 73.15 88.08 87.45
AR(1)-HET, T =1 0 0
½ = 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 -0.3 -0.5
Bartlett MSE 86.64 86.18 84.39 81.17 68.67 58.15 86.21 85.50
CPE 86.57 86.27 84.83 82.07 70.57 60.61 85.99 85.26
Parzen MSE 86.40 86.09 84.40 81.18 69.44 59.63 85.91 85.11
CPE 86.61 86.31 84.78 81.97 70.54 60.92 86.28 85.58
QS MSE 86.50 86.15 84.43 81.17 69.34 59.26 85.99 85.20
CPE 86.74 86.35 84.79 82.02 70.22 60.70 86.39 85.56
MA(1)-HOM, T = 100
Ã = 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.99 -0.3 -0.7
Bartlett MSE 88.03 88.12 88.28 88.75 88.96 88.96 88.02 88.55
CPE 87.94 88.22 88.59 89.10 89.39 89.35 88.08 88.47
Parzen MSE 87.84 88.07 88.27 88.57 88.61 88.57 87.89 88.17
CPE 88.21 88.33 88.62 89.04 89.25 89.20 88.27 88.64
QS MSE 88.02 88.17 88.46 88.79 88.96 88.97 87.96 88.40
CPE 88.29 88.44 88.73 89.11 89.38 89.33 88.37 88.83
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A.1 Notation
Much of the notation is conventional but for ease of reference is collected together in this subsection.
Some deﬁnitions are repeated in order to enhance the readability of the proof.






ij; vec(¢) is the column-by-column vectorization
function, vech(¢) is the column stacking operator that stacks the elements on and below the main diagonal,
Dm is the m2£m(m +1 )=2 duplication matrix such that for any symmetric m£m matrix C; vec(C)=
Dmvech(C);K m;n is the mn£mn commutation matrix such that for any m£n matrix C; Km;nvec(C)=
vec(C0): We use ·j (x) to denote the j-th cumulant of a random variable x and let kj := k(j=M):v t;c is
the c-th element of vector vt:
Let ut = yt ¡ x0





t=1 ^ vt+j^ v0
t;j ¸ 0;
T¡1 PT















































































where ± is a vector in Rd2: Note that r~ ¡j should be regarded as an operator, as r~ ¡j is neither a vector


































Let · ¯T be an estimator of ¯0 such that
p
T






where G0 = E (ztx0
t): Denote · ut = yt ¡ x0























A0 =( A0;`)=( 0 ;vec(G0)
0 ;vech(−0)
0)0;










We use the theorem in Yokoyama (1980) repeatedly and it is presented here for reference.
Theorem A.1 (Yokoyama) Let fXtg be a strictly stationary and strong mixing sequence with EX1 =
0 and E kX1k
















° ° ° ° °
r!
· C;
for some positive constant C>0:



























































i=1 jST;ij)2 and the second inequality follows













It suﬃces to show that E jST;ij
r < 1: In view of Assumption 2, this inequality follows immediately from
Theorem A.1. Part (b) can be similarly proved.





















































































































W(0) = W3 + W6 + :::; W(1) = W1 + W4 + :::; and W(2) = W2 + W5 + :::
The dependence of Wi on fvtg
T









v3M+1 ::: v4M Ã ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡!
W3
z }| {













v4M+1 ::: v5M Ã ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡!
W4
:::






k;` be the (k;`)-th element of W(j); then we have, using the Cauchy and Minkowski inequalities,
E







~ −T ¡ ¹ −T
´




























































































































(W3;k;` + W6;k;` + W9;k;` + :::
#r=2
;
where Wi;k;` is the (k;`)-th element of Wi: Note that the summands W3;W 6;W 9;::: f o r mas t r o n gm i x i n g
sequence with mixing coeﬃcients f®iMg
1
i=1 and the number of summands is less than bT=(3M)c +1 :













= O(1) for j =1and 2: Combining this with (A.2) yields the desired result.




¡· ¯T ¡ ¯0
¢¯ ¯ ¯
r=2

























1=2 = O(1) (A.3)
by parts (a) and (b). Here we have used the inequality: for any two compatible matrices A and B,
kABk·k AkkBk:
N e x t ,w ep r o v et h el e m m a .I ti se a s yt os h o wt h a t
T1=2
³
· −T ¡ ~ −T
´
= ¡T1=2r~ −T
¡· ¯T ¡ ¯0
¢















t(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)+kjzt+jv0
tx0









kj(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)0xt+jzt+jz0
tx0











t¡j(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)+kjztvt¡jx0








kj(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)0xtztz0
t¡jx0
t¡j(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)
¤
:
We show that each of the above four terms has a ﬁnite r=4 moment. We focus on the ﬁrst term and


















t(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)
¤















t(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)
¤
has a ﬁnite r=4 moment

























¡1 and C =( Cb;c)=G0




















































































kj (vt+j;`wt;m;a ¡ Evt+j;`wt;m;a)























w h e r ew eh a v eu s e dL e m m aA . 2( a )t oo b t a i nt h eO(1) term. Following the same steps as in the proof













kj (vt+j;`wt;m;a ¡ Evt+j;`wt;m;a)

















kj (vt+j;`wt;m;a ¡ Evt+j;`wt;m;a)

















38Therefore, we have shown that
E
































and thus the ﬁrst term in (A.4) has a ﬁnite r=4 moment. Similarly, we can show that other terms have
ﬁnite r=4 moments.
Part (e) This part has been proved in the proof of part (d) above.
Lemma A.3 For all ">0 and some Â ¸ 2;
(a) P (kSTk >"logT)=o(T¡Â);
(b) P
³p






° ° °~ ¯T ¡ · ¯T




















^ −T ¡ · −T













^ −T ¡ −0
















Proof. Parts (a) & (b) Note that
(ST;vec(
p







Parts (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 3(c) in Andrews (2002) (with his ~ Xi equal to Rt and his function





° ° °~ ¯T ¡ · ¯T






































by parts (a), (b) and Assumption 7.
Part (d) This part can be proved using the same arguments as those for part (c).
39Part (e) Noting that ^ −T ¡ · −T = ^ −
+
T ¡ · −
+
T + ^ −
¡
T ¡ · −
¡
T; we start with the decomposition:
^ −
+































¡· ¯T ¡ ¯0
¢¢¡
ut ¡ xt



































































¡· ¯T ¡ ¯0
¢
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~ ¯T;c ¡ · ¯T;c
´
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~ ¯T;c ¡ · ¯T;c
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~ ¯T;c ¡ · ¯T;c
´


























~ ¯T;c ¡ · ¯T;c
´i
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~ ¯T;c ¡ · ¯T;c
















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
> logT
1
A + o(T ¡Â+1):





























kj [zt+j;azt;but+jxt;c ¡ E (zt+j;azt;but+jxt;c)]






































kj [zt+j;azt;but+jxt;c ¡ Ezt+j;azt;but+jxt;c]










by Lemma 3(c) in Andrews (2002) and





























= o(´T) for all ">0:








= o(´T) for i =2 ;3;4: In consequence,
P





















By symmetric arguments, we can show that
P





















Combining the above two equations yields
P






^ −T ¡ · −T
´
















^ −T ¡ −0








^ −T ¡ · −T











· −T ¡ ~ −T











~ −T ¡ ¹ −T










¡¹ −T ¡ −0













^ −T ¡ · −T













· −T ¡ ~ −T







Third, using the same argument as in Velasco and Robinson (2001), we can establish an Edgeworth






~ −T(i;j) ¡ ¹ −T(i;j)
´¯ ¯ ¯ <x
´









for some constant ~ c and polynomial p(¢); where ~ −T(i;j) is the (i,j)-th element of ~ −T and ¹ −T(i;j) is the






~ −T ¡ ¹ −T
´° ° ° > (1=4)"log
2 T
´







where c is a constant: Using ©(¡z) · C exp(¡z2=2) for some constant C>0 and z>1; we have
©(¡c"log









for suﬃciently large T: The expression Á(c"log
2 T)p(c"log












~ −T ¡ ¹ −T










¡¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
is asymptotically equivalent to
p
T=M2q+1C for some constant vector
C: Therefore, under the rate condition in Assumption 6,
p
T=Mvech
¡¹ −T ¡ −0
¢






¡¹ −T ¡ −0




for suﬃciently large T:































































Then tM = gT + »T where »T satisﬁes








































@ST@vech(^ −T)0vech(^ −T ¡ −0)
+vech(^ −T ¡ −0)0 @tM(A0)
@vech(^ −T)@vec(GT)0vec(GT ¡ G0)












































































































´i0 (vec(GT ¡ G0)k)
=
µh






































































































































h[vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST]+c0
h[vech
³











vec(GT ¡ G0) − vech(^ −T ¡ −0) − ST
i
+f0
h [vech(GT ¡ G0) − vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST]+RemT
= gT + »T;
44where
»T = RemT + d0
h
h
















vec(GT ¡ G0) − vech(^ −T ¡ −0) − ST
i
+f0
h [vech(GT ¡ G0) − vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST]:
Let N(A0) be a small neighborhood around A0; then, by Lemma A.3 (a), (b) and (f), we have
P (AT = 2 N(A0)=o(´T):
It thus suﬃces to consider P (jRemTj >´ T;A T 2 N(A0)): Let C1 and C2 be some constants, then












¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
@4tM(A)
@AT;i@AT;j@AT;p@AT;q
















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
sup
A2N(A0)
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
@4tM(A)
@AT;i@AT;j@AT;p@AT;q















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
@4tM(A)
@AT;i@AT;j@AT;p@AT;q
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ >C 1 log(T)
!
+C2P [kSTk >C 1 logT]+C2P
h






h° ° °^ −T ¡ −0





= o(´T)+C2P [kSTk >C 1 logT]
+C2P
h






h° ° °^ −T ¡ −0










¯ ¯ ¯ is a bounded and determin-
istic constant. The second o(´T) term holds because of Lemma A.3(a), (b) and (f).
Using similar arguments, we can show that the other terms in (A.6) satisfy a similar inequality. Hence
P (j»Tj >´ T)=o(´T);
as desired.







, ¾0 =( R0§0R)
1=2 ;









































































































Second, we treat @tM(AT)=@ST as a function of GT and compute its ﬁrst order diﬀerential as follows























= E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 + E5;
where





























E2 = ¡^ −
¡1
T GT ^ §TG0
T ^ −
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T GT ^ §TR
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T GT ^ §TR
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= E6 + E7 + E8;
where




























E7 = ^ −
¡1
T GT ^ §TG0
T ^ −
¡1
T d^ −T ^ −
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T − ^ −
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T d^ −T ^ −
¡1


















































































and Kd2;d2Dd2 = Dd2; we have
@tM(AT)


























































































Finally, we treat J1;J 2 and J3 as functions of ^ −T and compute their diﬀerentials. Using the formula
(e.g. Magnus and Neudecker (1999, theorem 3.10, page 47)
vec(A − B)=( In − Kq;m − Ip)(vec(A) − vec(B));
where A is an m £ n matrix and B is a p£ q matrix, we can show that
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T − ^ −
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T GT ^ §TG0
T ^ −
¡1






























































































Summing up the above expressions for Jpq and evaluating the result at AT = A0; we obtain the




















51Proof. In view of












vech(^ −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vech(^ −T ¡ ¹ −T) ¡ vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T)
i
− ST;
it suﬃces to show
P(kRiTk¸´T)=o(´T) for i =1 ;2:




^ −T ¡ · −T
´
− ST





^ −T ¡ · −T





^ −T ¡ · −T
´° ° ° >´ T=log(T)
´




^ −T ¡ · −T





Lemma A.7 The cumulants of hT satisfy






(c) ·3(hT)=( ·3;1 ¡ 3·1;1)=
p
T + o(M¡q)+o(M=T);
(d) ·4 (hT)=( ·4;1 ¡ 6·2;1)(M=T)+o(M=T);
where ½j;1 and ·j;1 are ﬁnite constants deﬁned by





¡¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
− ST];







¡· −T ¡ ¹ −T
¢
− ST]; (A.7)


















































































































Proof. To prove the lemma, we need to show that: (i) ½j;1 and ·j;1 are ﬁnite; and (ii) the asymptotic
expansions of the cumulants hold.





















vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − ST
¤o
:
Consider each term in the above expression in turn. First


























E [vec(wt) − vs]=
1 X
t=¡1






where the inﬁnite sum is ﬁnite because (vec(wt)0;v0
t)







































kjvech(~ ¡j ¡ ¡j) − ST + T1=2E
¡1 X
j=¡M













































































































































where the double inﬁnite sum is ﬁnite because vt is a strong mixing process.















































































































Finally, using Lemma A.2 (c) and (d) and the Hölder inequality, we have
(T=M)Evech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − ST









s ¡ ¡i) − vech(vt+jv0
t ¡ ¡j) − vu)+o(1):
To calculate the order of magnitude of the above quantity, we can assume, without loss of generality,
that vt is a scalar as the vector case can be reduced to the scalar case by considering each element of the
v e c t o r .W es p l i tt h es u mo v e rs;t;u into three sums over S1;S2 and S3 where
S1 = fs;t;u : s · t · u; max(t ¡ s;u ¡ t) ¸ 3Mg;
54S2 =
n








s;t;u : s · t · u; 3
p
M<max(t ¡ s;u ¡ t) < 3M
o
:





1=p (E jY j
q)
1=q (A.11)
for any p;q;r ¸ 1,a n d
p¡1 + q¡1 + r¡1 =1 :
See, e.g. Doukhan (1995, Section 1.2.2). Let p = q =2+² and r =1+2 =² for some small ²>0,t h e n
when t ¡ s ¸ 3M;
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p!1=p 0
@E

















































where the last line follows because both sums are of order O(M):
When u ¡ t ¸ 3M;




























































































































Since each expectation is bounded and max(t ¡ s;u ¡ t) < 3
p








































































E (vsvtv0)(1+o(1)) = O(MT):





M: We consider the ﬁrst case here as the second case follows from the same argument. When
3M>u ¡t>3
p
M; simple combinatorial argument shows that for any i and j; the largest gap between





















for ﬁxed ²>0: Here we have used inequality (A.11) as before. In the above expression, the O(MT) term
arises because the term (EX)(EY) in (A.11) leads to terms similar to that given in (A.15).
Combining (A.12), (A.13) and (A.16) yields
(T=M)E
¡
vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − vech(· −T ¡ ¹ −T) − ST
¢
= O(T¡1=2)+o(1) = o(1):
We have thus proved part (a) of the lemma.























We now evaluate the order of magnitude of E (hT)


























































h (vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST)]
2
= Eb0






















































































































57Next, we proceed to examine each term in the above equation. Consider the ﬁrst term when both w and
v are scalars, the vector case following by the similar argument. Note that
Ea0
hSTb0



















jE [v0vj (wj+` ¡ Ewj+`)]j
¶
;
where the sum is over j ¸ 0;`¸ 0 and j + ` · T: Using the strong mixing property of (w0
t;v0
t)0; we have
jE (w0 ¡ Ew0)vjvj+`j·C(min(®j;® `));
and
E [v0vj (wj+` ¡ Ewj+`)] · C(min(®j;® `));
for some constant C>0: Without loss of generality, we can assume that ®i is decreasing (see Billingsley
(1968, page 168)). Therefore, we ﬁnd that
Ea0
hSTb0














































in view of using Assumption 2(a).
Secondly,












t(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)+kjzt+jv0
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kj(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)0xt+jzt+jz0
tx0












t¡j(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)+kjztvt¡jx0









kj(· ¯T ¡ ¯0)0xtztz0
t¡jx0





























h (Di − ST)] + o(1):





· −T ¡ ~ −T
´
6=0 :









































































The general case is more complicated but limits of the above type will show up, provided there is a




























































































~ −T ¡ ¹ −T
´
− ST]=O(1);

















(kj ¡ 1)E (a0
hv`c0
















































































i¡o ¡ ¡o) − vech(vjv0
























































































Using Lemma A.2, the Hölder inequality and the mixing property, we can show that the limits in











































































































































































































































Part (d) As before, we brieﬂy sketch the proof and omit arguments relating to the ﬁniteness of the
limit quantities as these follow in the same way as earlier. Let ¸j = E((hT)
j); then




2 ¡ 4¸1¸3 ¡ 6¸
4
1






































Using Lemma A.2 and Hölder’s inequality, we have

































































¡· −T ¡ ¹ −T
¢















¡¹ −T ¡ −0
¢






























w h e r ew eu s e
E (a0
hST)







h[vec(GT ¡ G0) − ST]=o(1):
Consider each term in equation (A.22) in turn. First, construct the orthogonal matrix [ah;a ⊥] and write
St= aha0
hST+a⊥a0










































































































































































































































































































(·4;1 ¡ 6·2;1)(x3 ¡ 3x)
¸
Á(x):





















































































































(·4;1 ¡ 6·2;1)(x3 ¡ 3x)
¸
Á(x):
Lemma A.9 For some constant C>0; we have
sup
x2R
jP(tM <x ) ¡ ©T(x)j·C
Z
jµj·M¡1T log T
¯ ¯Áh(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj






Proof. It follows from Lemmas A.4 and A.6 that









Using Lemma 6 in Andrews (2002, page 1064), we then obtain
sup
x2R






Note that ¹ Áh(µ)=
R
exp(iµx)d©T(x): It follows from the smoothing lemma (see, for example, Kolassa
(1997), Lemma 2.5.2, page 17) that, for some constant C>0
sup
x2R




¯ ¯Áh(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj








¯ ¯Áh(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj






Combining (A.24) and (A.25) yields the desired result.






where ° 2 (2=r;1=2) and f 2 C1 (0;1) satisﬁes (i) f(x)=x for x · 1; (ii) f is increasing; (iii) f(x)=2
for x ¸ 2: Figure 1 gives an example of such a truncation function.
Deﬁne





T°Rtf (T¡° kRtk)=kRtk; if T° < kRtk·2T°;




Figure 1: Graph of the Truncation Function
which satisﬁes
° ° ° ~ Rt
° ° ° · 2T°: Let ~ hT be deﬁned as hT but with Rt replaced ~ Rt and let Á~ h(µ) be its
characteristic function. It is not diﬃcult to show that
Z
jµj·M¡1T log T






¯ ¯Á~ h(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj






We will assume in the sequel that such a truncation transformation has been made. For ease of exposition,
we will drop the ‘~’ notation and identify ~ hT with hT:
Lemma A.10 For 0 · "<1=[7(q +1 ) ]; we have
Z
jµj·T "
¯ ¯Áh(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj
¡1 dµ = o(M=T):














































65where supjµj·T " j¢2(µ;T)j!0 as T !1 :
Now
¯ ¯Áh (µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯ =







(1 + &T (µ))














¡ (1 + &T (µ))














¡ (1 + &T (µ))

















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
2#
£exp




¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
¶
;
w h e r ew eh a v eu s e dt h er e s u l tt h a tf o ra n yt w oc o m p l e xn u m b e r su and v;
jexp(u) ¡ (1 + v)j·
"






(see Lemma A2.2 in Severini (2005, page 481)).
In view of the deﬁnition of &T (µ); we have, when jµj·T";




¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ · cµ + ±µ
2;



















































































































































Lemma A.11 For 0 · "<1=[7(q +1 ) ]; we have
Z
T "·jµj·M¡1T log T
¯ ¯Áh(µ) ¡ ¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj
¡1 dµ = o(M=T):
Proof. Since
Z
T "·jµj·M¡1T log T















T "·jµj·M¡1T log T
¯ ¯¹ Áh(µ)
¯ ¯jµj
¡1 dµ · T¡"
Z




















¡1 dµ = o(M=T):
We follow the same steps as in Götze and Künsch (1996, pages 1927-1930). Let m = KlogT for some































































and · −N, · −T¡N are similarly deﬁned. Given these deﬁnitions, we have
ST = SN + ST¡N;G T = GN + GT¡N; · −T = · −N + · −T¡N;
and
hT = a0ST + Q0 ¡
GT ¡ G0;S T; · −T ¡ ¹ −T; ¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
:= a0ST + Q
¡
GT;S T; · −T; ¹ −T
¢
67where Q(¢) is a polynomial in its arguments.
When vt =0 ;w t =0 ,f o rt =1 ;2;:::;N,w eh a v eSN =0 ;G N =0and
· −N = ~ −N ¡r~ −N
¡· ¯T ¡ ¯0
¢
+









GT;S T; · −T; ¹ −T
¢
around vt =0 ;w t =0 ,f o rt =1 ;2;:::;N yields
Q
¡




















denotes an appropriate set of polynomials,
¹ =( ¹1;:::;¹N;0;:::;0);º=( º1;:::;ºN;0;:::;0);




































































GT¡N;S T¡N; · −T¡N; ¹ −T
¢¯ ¯r´
; (A.26)
where Q¹º is another set of polynomials, c¹;º (µ) is a set of coeﬃcients that depend on µ; and j¹j+jºj·
9(r ¡ 1):
Let us estimate ﬁrst the last remainder term in (A.26). Note that
Q
¡




GT¡N;S T¡N; · −T¡N; ¹ −T
¢
= Q0 ¡
GT ¡ G0;S T; · −T ¡ ¹ −T; ¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
¡Q0 ¡
GT¡N ¡ G0;S T¡N; · −T¡N ¡ ¹ −T¡N; ¹ −T ¡ −0
¢
:= Q0
N(GN;S N; · −N ¡ ¹ −N; ¹ −T ¡ −0)
68where Q0



































° °¹ −T ¡ −0







































using the fact that Q0









































T ·j µj·M¡1=2T1¡" (A.28)
= O(M=T1+$);
provided that "r ¸ 1+$: Here we use the fact that Nµ
2 = O(Tm 2) when jµj·
p












































































































GT¡N;S T¡N; · −T¡N; ¹ −T
¢¯ ¯r
= o(M=T):











t : t 2f 1;2;:::;N ¡ mg and
¯ ¯t ¡ t0
j
¯ ¯ ¸ 3m; for j =1 ;2;:::;9(r ¡ 1)
ª
:
Deﬁne ft1;:::;tJg as follows:
t1 =i n f( T);t j+1 =i n ffj : t ¸ tj +7 m and t 2 Tg:





























































where jAjj·1;jBjj·1 and jLTj = O
¡
TC0¢
for some constant C0 > 0: The above multiplicative
decomposition is illustrated in Figure 2.
It follows from Assumption 3 that







E (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)BjLT








AkBk fAj ¡ E (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)gBj
J Y
`=j+1
E (A`jFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)B`LT








AkBk fAj ¡ E (AjjFt : t 6= j)gBj
J Y
`=j+1
E (A`jFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)B`LT












E (A`jFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)B`LT








AkBk fAj ¡ E (AjjFt : t 6= j)gBj
J Y
`=j+1
E (A`jFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)B`LT














Figure 2: Illustration of the Decomposition
for some C1 > 0 and arbitrary C2 > 0 by choosing K in the deﬁnition of m suﬃciently large.
Next, repeated applications of the mixing inequality in (A.11) yields:




E (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)BjLT
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
· TC3




jE (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)j
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
· TC3
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
J Y
j=1
E jE (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)j






for some C3 > 0:
By Assumption 4, for jµj >d ;we have
E jE (AjjFt;t6= j)j·exp(¡d):
Therefore, using Lemma 3.2 of Götze and Hipp (1983) and Assumption 4, we have
E jE (AjjFt : jt ¡ tjj·3m)j





































71Note that when "<1=[7(q +1 ) ]; we have M¡1=2T1¡" ¸ M¡1T logT when T is suﬃciently large.
Combining (A.27) and (A.29) yields
Z

























which completes the proof of the lemma.





Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´



















2 (d2 ¡ d1);
(c) ¹2c0 (−0 − −0 − −0)c = 1
4¹2 + ¹2 (d2 ¡ d1);
(d) ¹2c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)c =
¹2
4 ;
(e) 12¹2c0 [−0 − −0 − (−0aa0−0)]c =6 ¹2
(f) 12¹2c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)[−0 − −0 − (−0aa0−0)]c =6 ¹2:





Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´






vec[(£10) − (£20 ¡ £30) − (£10£0
10)]
0 ³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´




vec[(£10) − £40 − (£30 ¡ £20)]
0
³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´







2 [vec(£40) − (£30 ¡ £20) − £0
10]
´0 ³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´










Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´











Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´
£(vec(−0) − vec(−0) − (−0a))
:= A1 + A2 + A3 + A4 + A5:
Let ei b et h ei - t hc o l u m no fIm and uj be j-th column of In: Then Eij = eiu0
j is the m £ n matrix with














vec[(£10) − (£20 ¡ £30) − (£10£0
10)]
0 ³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´













ij − Eij − Id2
2
´

































































































































vec[(£10) − £40 − (£30 ¡ £20)]
0
³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´










































2 [vec(£40) − (£30 ¡ £20) − £0
10]
´0 ³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´




vec[(£30 ¡ £20) − £0
10 − vec(£40)]
0 ³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´












ij − Eij − Id2
2
´

















[(£30 ¡ £20) − £0




































































































`¨` be the spectral representation of £40 with º` and ¨` being the corresponding











[ei − ¨` − ¨`]£ 0
10eie0


























































































74Similarly, letting £30 ¡ £20 =
Pd2
`=1 À`¥`¥0










Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´









10 − vec(£30 ¡ £20)
0¢³
Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´









10)Kd2;d2 − vec(£30 ¡ £20)
0¢









10) − vec(£30 ¡ £20)
0¢





































































































Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´






















































































(vec(−0) − vec(−0) − (−0a))
=: B1 + B2 + B3 + B4 + B5:



































































0 Eij − [(Eij − Id2)vec(−0)]
0 − (−0a)
0¤









































































£(Kd2;d2 − Id2 − Id2)[£ 10 − vec(£20 ¡ £30) − £10](a0−0£10):
Plugging £30 ¡ £20 =
Pd2
`=1 À`¥`¥0




























































































































































(Kd2;d2 − Id2 − Id2)


























































































































































Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´



















































































































































































i (£10 − £10)]a0−0 (£30 ¡ £20)−0uj =0 :
The same derivation leading to A5 = 3
4¹2 gives us B5 = 3



















Part (c) Using the deﬁnition of c in Lemma 1, we can write
















10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]
0 (−0 − −0 − −0)vec(£0






10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]
0 (−0 − −0 − −0)vec(£0
10 − £10£0
10)




































10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]





































































































10−0£10 [d1 ¡ 2d1 + d2]







10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]






10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]






10 − (£30 ¡ £20)] − Id2g(G0§0R − G0§0R − G0§0R)=0 :
Therefore
¹2c0 (−0 − −0 − −0)c =
1
4
¹2 + ¹2 (d2 ¡ d1):
Part (d) We write
















10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]
0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)vec(£0






10 − [£30 ¡ £20])]
0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)vec(£0
10 − £10£0
10)
:= D1 + D2 + D3;





















10 − vec(£30 ¡ £20)
0¤








































10 − vec(£30 ¡ £20)
0¤








10 (Eij−0)£ 10]vec(£30 ¡ £20)



















10 (Eij−0)£ 10]tr[(£30 ¡ £20)−0 (£30 ¡ £20)−0Eij]=0 :
Hence,




Parts (e) and (f) can be proved analogously and the details are omitted.
A.3 Proofs of the Main Results
P r o o fo fT h e o r e m2 . The theorem follows from Lemmas A.9 to A.11. Note that some notational
changes are made to simplify the presentation. Let a = vec(Qa); b = vec(Qb); c = vec(Qc); d =
vec(Qd): Then ½i;1 and ·i;1 will not change if ah;bh;ch;dh are replaced by a;b;c;d and the ‘vech’
operator is replaced by ‘vec’ operator. In fact, a = ah and b = bh:








10 − £40]l i m
T!1
Mqvec







10 − £40]l i m
T!1
Mqvec









































Part (b) We start with the identity:

























80Using the BN decomposition as in Phillips and Solo (1992), we write
vt =ª et +~ vt¡1 ¡ ~ vt;
where ª=
P1
s=0 ªs and ~ vt is a stationary Gaussian process. Based on this decomposition, we can show
















































Ec0[vt − vs − (vmv0
na)]











Ec0 [ªet − ªes − (ªeme0
nª0a)]
























Ec0 [ªet − ªes − (ªete0
sª0a)]
= A1 + A2;
where











Ec0 (ªet − ªes − ªese0
tª0a)





























=2 ¹1c0 [−0a − vec(−0)];
and











Ec0 [(ªet) − (ªes) − (ªete0
sª0a)]











Ec0 [(ªet) − (ªese0
sª0a) − (ªet)]




































[(−0a) − vec(−0)]: (A.31)
In the rest of the derivations, we employ the BN decomposition as before. For notational convenience,















































= ~ −T + · B1 + · B2 + · B3;
where














































































It is easy to show that













































































































































































































:=B1 + B2 + B3;
where
















































































We proceed to compute B1;B 2 and B3; starting with


































0vs − vt) − (vmv0
na)]




















































0vs − vt) − (vsv0
ta)]
:= B11 + B12 + B13;
83where
















0vt − vt) − (vnv0
na)]


















= ¡2¹1c0 [vec(−0z0) − (−0a)];

















sa − vt) − vt]






























2;d2 [(−0a) − vec(z0−0)]
= ¡2¹1c0Kd2
2;d2 [(−0a) − vec(z0
0−0)]:
So
B1 = ¡2¹1c0 [vec(−0z0) − −0a] ¡ 2¹1c0 [z0
0−0a − vec(−0)]
¡2¹1c0Kd2
2;d2 [(−0a) − vec(z0
0−0)]:
Similarly,



















































Ec0 [(vs − z0
0vt) − (vsv0
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Combining the above results yields
½2;1
= ¡2¹1c0 [vec(−0z0 + z0
0−0 ¡ z0
0−0z0) − (−0a)]
+2¹1c0 [(−0a) − vec(−0)+( z0
0−0a) − vec(−0z0)]
¡2¹1c0 [(−0a) − vec(−0z0)+( z0
0−0a) − vec(−0)]
+2¹1c0Kd2




2;d2 [(−0a) − vec(z0
0−0)+( z0
0−0a) − vec(−0)]:
After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain












− vec[−0 (I ¡ z0)]
ª
:





Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´










(vec(−0) − vec(−0) − (−0a))
o
+¹2c0 (−0 − −0 − −0)c + ¹2c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)c: (A.32)

















































ks¡tki¡jE fd0 [vt − vs − vj − vi − v`]v0
mag
















s¡tE fd0 [vt − vs − vs − vt − vm]v0
mag
= C1 + C2;
where







s¡tE fd0 [vt − (vs − vt) − vs − vm]v0
mag







s¡tE fd0 [vt − Kd2;d2 (vt − vs) − vs − vmv0
ma]g







s¡tE fd0 [Id2vt − Kd2;d2 (vt − vs) − vs − vmv0
ma]g







s¡tE fd0 [(Id2 − Kd2;d2)(vt − vt − vs) − vs − vmv0
ma]g











Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´












Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
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s¡tE fd0 [vt − vs − vs − vt − vm]v0
mag


























































Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´















(vec(−0) − vec(−0) − −0a)
o
: (A.33)































































= D1 + D2
where























c0 (−0 − −0 − −0)c






















































































c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)c: (A.34)
Combining (A.31), (A.33), and (A.34) yields equation (A.32). This equation, combined with Lemma
A.12, leads to the stated result.
Part (d) In view of Lemma A.12, it suﬃces to show that
·4;1 ¡ 6·2;1 =1 2 ¹2c0 [−0 − −0 − (−0aa0−0)]c
































































= E1 + E2;
where









































Id2 − Kd2;d2 − Id2
2
´
vec(−0) − vec(−0) − −0a
i
(a0−0a);









































































= F1 + F2;
where









































=6 ¹2c0 (−0 − −0 − −0)c(a0−0a)+1 2 ¹2c0 [−0 − −0 − (−0aa0−0)]c;
88and


























=6 ¹2c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)(−0 − −0 − −0)c(a0−0a)
+12¹2c0 (Kd2;d2 − Id2)[−0 − −0 − (−0aa0−0)]c:
Combining the above results completes the proof.
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